YASCNA Agenda

Open with Serenity Prayer @ 10:01 am
12 Traditions – Tom
12 Concepts – Vince
Service Prayer – Ray

Roll Call and GSR Reports

1. A New Light – Ray-gsr, avg=20, newcomers=3, donation=$30
2. Basic Text Study – Frank-gsr, avg=34, newcomers=4, donation=$25 gave away 4 basic texts to newcomers this month
3. Biscuits & Gravy – Scott-alt gsr, avg=23, newcomers=8, donation=95
4. CandleLight – Sarah B- gsr, avg=49, newcomers=21, donation=$46 we need homegroup members!
5. Dopeless Hope Fiends – Joe B-gsr, avg=60, newcomers=30, donation=21, please support the meeting we need some clean time!
7. Lunar Nooner – DJ-gsr, avg=24, newcomers=13, donation= $25,
8. Lost & Found – Vince-gsr, avg=49, newcomers=7, donation=$4
10. We Do Recover- Tom-gsr, avg=41, newcomers11, donation=$112. Meeting downstairs at safe harbor now!
11. Girls Gone Clean- Barbara-gsr, avg=32, newcomers=7, donation=$44
12. No Matter What- Tim-gsr, avg=25, newcomers=4, donation=$1

Note: 11 of 12 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Officers and Reports:
Chair- Travis- nothing to report
Vice Chair – Alex- nothing to report as vice chair
RCM1 – Vickie – The next ARSC meeting will be held on Sunday, September 16, 2018 at 12:15 PM at St. Luke’s Hospital in Phoenix. The RCM assembly, Regional PR meeting, Regional H&I meeting, and the BOD meeting will take place at the same location earlier in the day. Our newly elected Regional trusted servants will assume their new duties at that time. At our last Regional meeting, a motion to rotate the ARCNA convention was made and tabled. We will continue our discussion regarding ARCNA, Regional finances, and other issues of concern to our fellowship.

Thank you for letting me be of service.

Together in NA,
Vickie N., RCM1

RCM2- Trent- nothing to report.

H & I – Johnny – august was a good month, all panels were filled, no issues this month. Will be ordering literature $80.50
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PR – Alex- Dom has been in contact with the people in charge or recovery day which will be sept 15th at 10 am. We need 30 for registration for the suggested donation.

Activities – Aaron- campout plans- requesting 275 plus ideas for drink coolers for the activites subcommittee.

Treasurer – Dominique-. (Preliminary Report)- start balance was $3521.11

Literature – Dave- spent 593.53, sold 523.45 and 80.50 of the floating budget to H&I for their literature.

Secretary – Bailey- Reaching out pamphlets available, newsletter from world available, checked po box for registrations regularly.

Break @ 11:05 Reconvened @ not sure 11:15 or so

Note:10 of 12 GSRs are present. Quorum is established.

Open Forum-

Motion: $100 for drink coolers to be used in event for the activities subcommittee, intent is to cut cost of purchasing soda. Made by Jesse-gsr, seconded by Joe B-gsr. PASSED

8 passed 1 abstain 0 against

Motion: $40 to buy t-shirts from the world convention from Trent for prizes for the competitions at the campout. Made by Jesse-gsr, seconded by Joe B-gsr. PASSED

8 passed 1 abstain 0 against

Motion: buy 5 t-shirts from the world convention for campout from Dave for $100, to generate donations from the auction. Made by Ray P-gsr, seconded by sarah b-gsr. PASSED

8 passed 1 abstain 0 against

Old Business-

-Talked about making sure recovery day is handled.

-new forms for lit prices on website and were used today

New Business-

End of Business

Treasurer’s Final Report-

Income: Donations 7th=$443

Lit= $523.45

Activities= $200 for the deposit back

(total income= $1,166.45)

Expenses: H&I= $10 for rent ------ also used part of floating budget for literature mentioned above

Area= rent $20

Literature = $593.53

Dave lit reimbursements= $57.42

Coolers for activities= $100

Dave t shirts= 100

Trent t shirts= 40

$92 was spent on the po box for 1 year, not included in these totals but writing here for the record.

(total expenses= $1225.95)
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Ending balance of $3,461.61
Close Meeting 1st jesse 2nd dj
Meeting adjourned @ 11:30 with 3rd Step Prayer.